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Abstract- To give advanced data rates, as well as 

better content, cost effectiveness, security, rigidity, 

and scalability, the 5G and beyond 5G networks are 

developed with colorful artificial intelligence( AI) 

ways. In this two- part composition, we probe the 

operation of AI and, in particular, machine literacy( 

ML) to the study of wireless propagation channels. 

It first provides a comprehensive overview of ML 

for channel characterization and ML- grounded 

antenna – channel optimization in this first part, 

and also, it gives a state- of- the- art literature 

review of channel script identification and channel 

modeling in Part II. Abecedarian results and crucial 

generalities of ML for communication networks 

are presented, and extensively used ML styles for 

channel data processing, propagation channel 

estimation, and characterization are anatomized 

and compared. A discussion of challenges and 

unborn exploration directions for ML- enabled next 

generation networks of the motifs covered in this 

part rounds off this composition. 

Keyword Terms- Artificial Intelligence (AI), 

Clustering and Tracking, Machine Learnig 

(ML), Parameter estimation, Propogation 

Channel. 

INTRODUCTION 

The dramatic increase of the figures of wireless 

druggies and wireless operations  

brings new demand and challenges for wireless 

communication networks. The 5G and beyond 5G( 

B5G) networks are anticipated to give advanced 

data rates, as well as better content, cost  

 

effectiveness, security, rigidity, and scalability 

[1],[2]. Since 2020, 5G communication has begun 

to be stationed worldwide, whereas studies of 

sixth-  

 

generation( 6G) wireless communication networks 

have started in academic and artificial exploration 

labs to further enhance MBB, expand the operation 

and content of the Internet of effects( IoT), and 

make networks bias more intelligent.  

 

These new operation scripts give the 6G network a 

series of new performance conditions 10 – 100 

million bias connections with the peak data rate of 

1– 10 TB/ s; the mobility that needs to be supported 

rises to advanced than 1000 km/ h to accommodate 

ultrahigh- speed train( uHST), unmanned 

upstanding vehicle( UAV), and satellites; 

dormancies need to be reduced to fragments of 1 

ms to regard for tactile Internet and other real- time 

control operations; and trustability of five or indeed 

seven times has to be achieved for charge-critical 

operations. Also, to give global content, 6G 

wireless networks will expand from terrestrial 

communication networks to space – air – ground – 

ocean integrated networks. The study of 

propagation channels is a abecedarian aspect of any 

wireless communication system design, network 

optimization, and performance evaluation[3],[4]. 

thus, to realize 6G networks to meet the conditions 

over, the corresponding wireless channels need to 

be completely studied. still, the massive — in terms 

of number of bias, number of antennas, bandwidth, 

and so on — scripts not only pose a challenge in 

performing devoted dimension juggernauts but 

also lead to massive quantities of data that need to 

be reused and anatomized[5]. Classical ways for 
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similar analysis,e.g., parameter estimation, 

shadowing, clustering, and characterization, are 

generally less suited for similar large quantities of 

data, either because of the performing outflow or 

because they might miss important connections 

within the data. On the other hand, artificial 

intelligence( AI) has been developed to “ pretend 

the mortal intelligence processes by machines, 

especially computer systems ”[6]. Machine 

literacy( ML) is a branch of AI that enables 

machines to learn from a massive quantum of data 

and make opinions and/ or perform conduct 

consequently without being given any specific 

commands. With the help of continually adding 

calculating power, ML ways have achieved great 

success in big data processing for numerous 

operations,e.g., image processing, natural language 

processing, and data mining. Accordingly, ML 

ways have also been extensively applied to colorful 

problems in dispatches networks and are 

anticipated to be an integral part of coming- 

generation communication networks. 

 

A. Development of AI and ML-  

AI ways have made rapid-fire advances in 

numerous disciplines since the last decade, 

including communication and electronic 

engineering. An elaborate description of AI is “ a 

system’s capability to rightly interpret external 

data, to learn from similar data, and to use those 

literacy to achieve specific pretensions and tasks 

through flexible adaption ”[7]. Hence, AI 

experimenters aim to make intelligent agents to 

achieve this thing. ML is a subset of AI, which 

studies algorithms that allow computer programs to 

automatically ameliorate through experience. ML 

can be generally classified into supervised literacy, 

unsupervised literacy, and underpinning literacy. 

Deep literacy( DL), is a subset of ML and has 

attracted tremendous attention in recent times. The 

major difference compared to the traditional ML is 

the way of using training data. either, artificial 

neural networks( ANNs) are the backbone of DL 

algorithms, whereas for traditional ML, the literacy 

machines vary and aren't limited to ANN. 

Extensively used deep neural network( DNN) 

structures include complication neural network( 

CNN), confined Boltzmann machine, long short- 

term memory( LSTM), and so on. Due to the no-

free- lunch theorem, DL requires much further data 

and calculating coffers than the traditional ML. 

Knowing the generalities of AI and ML, a natural 

question is how AI and ML ways can support 

exploration on antennas and propagation. The 

answer is that practical problems must first be 

formulated in a particular fine way similar that AI/ 

ML ways can serve as solvers. Note that AI/ ML 

ways aren't the only way to break these problems, 

but exploration workshop show clear advantages of 

them compared to the conventional styles, at least 

under certain circumstances. The fine problems 

that AI/ ML ways concentrate on are described as 

follows-  

1) Retrogression, which identifies the connections 

between a dependent variable( i.e., affair data) and 

one or further independent variables( i.e., input 

data);  

2) bracket, which uses a set of training data for 

which the point and order class or marker is known 

to identify to which of a set of orders a new case 

belongs to; and  

3) Clustering, which naturally groups a set of 

objects with the end that objects in the same group 

are more analogous to each other compared to 

those in other groups, without any training data. 

 

B. Application of ML to Propagation 

Channels- 

 AI ways have been introduced into dispatches over 

the last two decades. They've addressed numerous 

backups that the conventional styles aren't suitable 

to resolve, from communication system design to 

propagation channel exploration, with the ultimate 

being the focus of this section.1 Channel point birth 

is a necessary step for channel analysis and 

modeling. Some introductory channel parameters, 

similar as channel gain and Doppler power 

diapason, can be calculated directly from the 

channel transfer function. still, for some complex 

channel characteristics, similar as power angular 

diapason( papas) and multipath element( MPC) 

parameters, a targeted channel parameter 

estimation algorithm is demanded For multipath 

channel models, similar as tapped detention line( 

TDL), WINNER II, and cluster- grounded models, 

it's necessary to gain common parameters, similar 

as power, detention, and angle of the MPCs. For 

conventional parameter estimation, the main 

challenges they face are complexity traps and the 

connection of different scripts. The low- energy 
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and low- computing bias in the IoT are likely to be 

delicate to carry more complex conventional styles. 

thus, the ML- grounded system may give 

unanticipated and perceptive new results. 

Grounded on the analyses from a large number of 

dimension juggernauts, the attained MPCs are 

generally distributed in groups, as known as 

clusters. As beforehand as 1972, the cluster 

structure of MPCs was characterized in the 

detention sphere in. The classical Saleh – 

Valenzuela model developed in provides a general 

and veritably extensively used cluster- grounded 

channel model, which describes both intercluster 

and intracluster characteristics. This model was 

generalized in to include both detention and 

angular disciplines, whereas the cluster structure of 

MPCs in the geometrical chart grounded on the 

physical terrain is revealed in, which can also be 

counterplotted to a detention/ angle description. 

Since also, further and further channel models and 

norms are developed grounded on a cluster 

structure, e.g., COST 259, COST 2100, 3GPP 

Spatial Model, and WINNER 

 

IMPORTANT ISSUES AND 

CHALLENGES 

 

The challenges bandied in this section can be 

considered as guidelines for unborn ML- grounded 

channel analysis and modeling exploration.  

 

1. DL- Grounded Channel Parameter 

Estimation-  

The channel point birth is a abecedarian base for 

channel analysis, which substantially consists of 

the channel parameter estimation and the cluster 

birth. For utmost of the being work, there are 

substantially two results to gain the channel 

parameters ) HRPE system,e.g., savant or RiMAX, 

or 2) Fourier transfigure- grounded sludge,e.g., 

Bartlett Beamformer or Capon’s Beamformer. The 

former styles can give fairly more accurate 

parameters with the cost of high complexity caused 

by iterative calculation, whereas the ultimate styles 

generally only give a diapason with fairly low 

calculation complexity. Alternately, the AI styles, 

especially ANN- grounded DL, have the 

eventuality to make the ground between diapason- 

and parameter- grounded results bandied in Section 

II- A use the diapason results as previous 

information and gain the accurate channel 

parameters with smaller duplications. The main 

challenge then's  

1) how to efficiently use the diapason result to 

reduce the training complexity and  

2) how to ameliorate the parameter estimation 

delicacy compared to the being HRPE algorithms 

but maintain the dicker between the training 

performance and overfitting. 

 

2. DL- Grounded Cluster Identification- 

 For cluster recognition/ birth, utmost of the living 

workshop calculate on unsupervised clustering 

algorithms,e.g., K- means or fuzzy- C- means. still, 

the unsupervised algorithms generally calculate on 

preset parameters,e.g., the number and the position 

of original cluster- centroids. therefore, the current 

clustering algorithm requires different presettings 

for different channel data, which requires 

expansive homemade adaptation to maintain the 

clustering delicacy for nonstationary channels. On 

the other hand, the ANN- grounded DL shows great 

inflexibility for the operations of target recognition 

and has formerly been extended to break the 

clustering problem, which is largely affiliated to 

the MPC’s cluster recognition. nonetheless, the 

delicacy of the DL- grounded cluster recognition 

isn't increased as anticipated compared to the being 

unsupervised clustering styles. thus, it requires 

further studies on how to further ameliorate the 

delicacy and effectiveness of the DL- grounded 

clustering styles. At the same time, the possibility 

of tracking common clustering of time- varying 

MPCs also requires farther disquisition.  

 

3. AI- Grounded Antenna Design for 

Coverage Optimization or Energy 

Saving- 

 As reviewed in Section V, the main exploration 

tracks for AI based antenna – channel optimization 

correspond of either simple adaption of some high- 

position antenna parcels, similar as antenna/ ray/ 

cock selection, or more direct manipulation of 

antenna patterns, according to the channel data. 

Little trouble has been made toward using AI ways 

to enable the antenna pattern to be synthesized for 

optimal antenna – channel commerce by 

configuring the introductory radiating structure in 
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real time. It's previsioned that AI can be particularly 

useful for such an optimal pattern conflation 

approach since a flexible configuration of the 

radiating structure implies a large optimization hunt 

space. likewise, AI modeling can be used to 

prognosticate the antenna pattern without having to 

run full- surge simulations for all possible 

configuration countries. still, the being introductory 

structure blocks for this future don't give the means 

to restate a given pattern to the needed antenna 

structure nor do they give any suggestion of a 

reconfigurable antenna structure suitable for this 

purpose. AI- grounded modeling could be used to 

fill the gap between the patterns from full- surge 

simulations performed for a representative number 

of countries and all possible patterns. nonetheless, 

such a procedure is anticipated to be 

computationally veritably precious. also, multiple 

feeding anchorages will need to be deposited around 

the patch to excite the asked modes in the right 

proportion to induce a given optimal pattern. thus, 

this exercise, if performed in a brute- force manner, 

is still too complex for real- time operation, which 

opens up the occasion for AI- grounded modeling 

and application. likewise, applicable impedance 

matching of the designed feeding structure will be 

demanded, and this aspect will bear farther 

examinations.  

 

4. AI- Grounded operations for 

mmWave/ THz- Band Dispatches- 

 Channel measures( especially in mmWave and 

THz band) are frequently accompanied by 

maddening time consumption, engineering 

problems, and capital costs. The ML system needs 

training data, and dependable training data should 

come from the measures in factual scripts. In this 

sense, data accession is the tailback 

of numerous ML- grounded operations. Actually, 

some simulation styles can induce synthetic 

training data, but the simulation styles themselves 

also need dimension data for evaluation and 

verification. Hence, conducting sufficient 

dimension juggernauts to support AI- grounded 

operations is one grueling aspect in the future for 

mmWave/ THz channels. Meanwhile, the 

mmWave/ THz channels with the ultrawideband 

and ultramassive MIMO have shown some new 

parcels,e.g., channel sparsity, channel hardening, 

and nonstationarity in time/ spatial/ frequence 

disciplines. These new channel parcels may 

significantly affect channel data processing and 

haven't been considered yet in the being AI- 

grounded operations,e.g., channel sparsity property 

may contribute to cluster identification; channel 

hardening may ameliorate the script identification. 

How to exploit new channel parcels to ameliorate 

the effectiveness, delicacy, and robustness of AI- 

grounded operations in dispatches still requires 

farther disquisition. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

AI ways have come a necessary tool to develop the 

coming- generation communication network. In 

this composition, we give a comprehensive 

overview of AI- enabled data processing for 

propagation channel studies, including channel 

parameter estimation and characterization and 

antenna – channel optimization in Part I, whereas 

the script identification and channel modeling/ 

vaticination are covered in Part II. This 

composition demonstrates the early results of the 

affiliated workshop and illustrates the typical AI/ 

ML- grounded results for each content. Grounded 

on the state of the art, the unborn challenges of AI/ 

ML- grounded channel data processing ways are 

given as well 

. 
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